CELEBRITY CALL CENTRE

Everyday problems, extraordinary solutions.

Synopsis
Everyday problems, extraordinary solutions
•

Welcome to a call centre like no other, where the phone lines are manned entirely by
celebrities.

•

It’s a helpline for the nation and our team of all-star agony aunts are on stand-by to advise
members of the public on their problems - large and small.

•

In this fixed rig show, our team of famous faces never know who’ll be on the other end of
the phone or what dilemmas they will face. Using wit, humour, honesty and at times tough
love, the call centre team will tackle everyday problems that any of us might face.

•

It could be anything, from how to get through a break-up, dealing with a difficult boss to the
perils of online dating - no topic is off limits! In the process, the celebrities will open up
about their own life experiences and the challenges and heart aches they have faced,
providing viewers with revelations and touching insights into their real lives and
personalities.

•

Celebrity Call Centre is a heartwarming, funny and totally unique snapshot of a nation,
packed with genuine emotion, real responses and laugh out loud moments. Expect shocks,
surprises and revelations as our celebrities tackle the public’s problems and predicaments.

Format Points
•

Celebrity Call Centre is a unique, uncensored and interactive format.

•

It gives the public unique access to some of the nation’s favourite celebrities.

•

Affording viewers fresh insights into the biographies
and personalities of these famous faces, as well as a snapshot of what intrigues
modern society.

•

The calls and callers will be a reflection of the national psyche, all viewed
through the fascinating prism of celebrity.

Format Variation
As seen on USA Season 1
•

Celebrity Call Centre can be produced as an ‘at home’ version which sees celebrities
taking calls from their own homes without having to go to the studio.

•

Ideal for celebrities stuck at home and unable to work on other projects due to the need
to self-isolate, for example as a cause of the pandemic.

•

A virtual call centre is set up using a video conferencing platform, allowing celebrities to
talk to each other in between calls as well as listen in on each other’s calls.

•

Celebrities can also patch another celebrity in to help with providing advice for the
Caller.

•

Tech set up: An iPad and some iPhones are safely delivered at the celebrity’s front door.

Further information on the tech for this version can be provided at option stage.

Themes
Celebrity Call Centre is a flexible format that can be easily themed in many different ways, for example to highlight specific topics or to
promote talent from other shows on your channel. Below you will find examples of themes from various international versions of the format.

Beauty Queens

Celebrities From Own Channel

Charity Campaigns

In Belgium, VTM aired a Flemish
language adaptation featuring previous
winners of the Miss Belgium beauty
contest.

The US version aired on E!, an NBC Universalowned channel, and featured many
celebrities from other successful shows
within the group, such as Below Deck and
Real Housewives of Atlanta.

In the UK, Channel 4 aired a special episode
as part of their Stand Up to Cancer campaign
which featured themed questions from the
public where celebrities opened up about
their own experiences with cancer.

The Celebrities
•

Celebrity Call Centre can be successfully adapted for any territory through the versatility of its
key asset - the celebrities themselves.

•

You could use the show to promote celebrities from other shows on your channel such as having
the star of Supernanny answering calls about family issues, Dragon’s Den cast giving
business/workplace advice or coaches from your dating shows offering relationship support.

•

The UK version of the format featured a variety of British talent - from comedian James Acaster,
to reality star Georgia Toffolo, and Girls Aloud singer Kim Walsh.

•

The US version also showcased a great variety of celebrities, including actress Vivica A. Fox
(Independence Day; Kill Bill), reality TV stars Nene Leaks (Real Housewives of Atlanta) and Trixie
Mattel (Ru Paul’s Drag Race) as well as sports stars Akbar Gbaja-Biamila (former NFL player) and
Lauren Hernandez (Olympic gold medal winning Rhythmic Gymnast).

•

Over in the Netherlands, Dutch celebrities such as novelist Herman Brusselmans and rock star
Ryanne van Dorst have contributed to the show's great appeal.

•

Blogger and YouTube star Lufy was part of the cast in Belgium alongside other Belgian celebrities
such as boxer Ryad Merhy and TV presenter Sandrine Dans.

UK Ratings
•

Attracted 669,000 viewers with a 4.1% share.

•

Scored an 8.9% share with teens 13-19, exceeding the benchmark by 41%.

Christmas Special
•

Attracted 896,000 viewers with a 3.1% share, a 17 % uplift on the benchmark.

•

Ranked fourth in its timeslot amongst All Individuals, after the News on BBC
One and ITV and Insert Name Here on BBC Two, and first amongst Adults
16-34.
•

Scored a 16% share of adults 16-24, more than doubling the
benchmark.

Source: All3Media International Insight / BARB / TechEdge / AdvantEdge; +1 channel included

UK Reviews

It’s an hour of good, clean fun.
Evening Standard

They all seem genuine about helping people – or
at least brightening their day.
Radio Times

Among all the laughs and silly moments, our
celebrities gave some heartfelt advice and
cheering up on how to deal with cancer.
Digital Spy

Press

Netherlands Ratings
NPO 3, Netherlands

•

Series 1 improved upon the audience of its lead-in titles by 64% and was a
massive six times ahead among Adults 16-24.
•

The debut skewed female, with a 36:64 male-female ratio amongst all
adults (13+).

•

For young adults (16-24), Celebrity Call Centre built its audience from
premiere to finale.

Source: All3Media international Insight/Eurodata TV Worldwide/Stichting KijkOnderzoek (SKO)
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